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Abstract

Urban and regional air mobility is a new mode of transportation currently attracting a lot of attention. Much effort is
being put into preliminary design studies for various electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) concepts. Especially
the aerodynamic modeling poses major challenges to both applications, the preliminary design and the control design
of eVTOLs. One main factor affecting aerodynamic complexity is rotor aerodynamics and the respective couplings
with other rotors, wings, and airframe. Thus, both applications share the need for a fast and user-friendly, yet
sufficiently accurate analysis tool. This study provides an overview of four different rotor aerodynamic tools suitable
for the preliminary and control design task of eVTOLs and a respective tool-selection for different applications.
A cross-method comparison is performed for the tools DUST, FLOWLab, SARF and OpenVSP/VSPAero, with a
focus on capturing complex rotor, rotor-rotor and rotor-wing aerodynamics. The Caradonna-Tung rotor, for which
experimental data is available, represents the benchmark case. Subsequently, the Airbus A3 Vahana is used to extend
the analysis to an aerodynamically complex eVTOL configuration for which a main wing rotor is analyzed. There,
the rotor aerodynamics is analyzed in different flight phases, i.e., different phases of the transition. The comparison
of the two cases shows possibilities and limitations with respect to the quality of the computational results and
handling aspects of the respective tools. The results suggest that DUST provides accurate results and covers most
relevant effects at the cost of higher computational complexity. Both, the FLOWLab tools as well as SARF provide
sufficiently accurate results in a short time. Though, SARF does not cover friction drag and thus underestimates the
rotor torque. OpenVSP often shows convergence issues, but otherwise shows comparable results to the previous two
tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

formant aerodynamic model of the aircraft [10, 11, 12].
Thus, the demand for tools that are capable to cover the
interactions between rotors, wings, airframe and ground
while allowing a fast and reliable analysis with minimal
manual geometric pre-processing is high [13].
This paper presents a comparison of selected, existing
and actively maintained tools, that are suitable for aerodynamic rotor analyses and model creation suitable for
the preliminary and control design task of eVTOLs. Suitability is determined based on predefined criteria. The
tools should be able to capture relevant interactions like
rotor-wing and rotor-rotor interactions and should provide evaluation possibilities that can be used for comparison. They should already be used for VTOL configurations and, if possible, be open source. The prospect of a
quick, easy and user-friendly implementation of a model
for design and control is of great importance in the selection. DUST developed by Airbus A3 and the Politecnico
di Milano, the package of tools developed by FLOWLab,
SARF from TU Munich, and OpenVSP, which includes
VSPAero, are considered. The tools discussed have been
validated against experimental or CFD data by the respective developers. Nevertheless, no detailed compar-

Today’s battery and electric propulsion technologies are
facilitating the development of urban air mobility (UAM)
and regional air mobility (RAM), which are new and increasingly important mobility concepts with the potential
to reduce travel times and change travel patterns [1, 2, 3].
Most UAM and RAM concepts are likely to be realized by
aircraft that are configured to take off and land vertically
and are also equipped with electric motors for propulsion
(eVTOLs) [4]. These vehicles promise the flexibility of
helicopters during take-off and landing and the efficient
forward flight of aircraft at the cost of a complex control
task [5].
Although many companies are working on such eVTOL
concepts, important aspects of these concepts still need
to be analyzed and understood [1]. The design of these
vehicles poses great challenges due to vastly extended
design space, limited availability of empirical data and
complex aerodynamics with respect to diverse interactions [6, 7, 8, 9]. During the preliminary design phase, a
large number of configurative studies and simulations are
performed. Beyond that, the development of eVTOL control architectures requires a sufficiently accurate, yet perCC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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ison between the tools with respect to VTOLs has yet
been carried out.
In a first step, the Caradonna-Tung rotor benchmark
case [14] is evaluated in order to assess the individual
tool’s abilities to capture „classical“ rotor aerodynamic
phenomena. It is implemented in all tools, correlated
with reference data and compared across the methods to
quantify discrepancies in the tool’s numeric models.
In a second step, the capabilities of the tools are then
tested on an eVTOL aircraft configuration, the A3 Vahana. A focus is set on complex aerodynamically complex interactions exhibited on a main wing rotor during
the VTOL transition flight state. Therefore, the aerodynamics of this rotor is analyzed for the different flight
states.
The analysis of the benchmark case and the VTOL transition case shows the possibilities of the individual tools
and the accuracy of converged data. The chosen analyses
should also highlight possible limitations in the models.
In addition, subjective handling criteria for end-users will
be discussed. The most promising tools will be used to
simulate the aerodynamics required for the development
of eVTOL control architectures in future work.
Although the seemingly most suitable tools have been
selected, there are other promising approaches for
the analysis of eVTOL aerodynamics. Those include
NDARC [15, 16], the CFD tool AcuSuolve [17], HPCMP
CREATETM -AV [18], a pure blade element theory
approach in JavaProp [19], or a strip theory approach as
shown in [20].

phenomena, while an accelerated vortex particle model
of the wake area allows for a numerically stable Lagrangian description of the free vorticity evolution [22].
The aerodynamic elements include lifting lines (LL),
vortex-lattice method (VLM) and surface panels (SP).
Pressure field evaluation in a rotational flow relies on an
integral boundary problem for the Bernoulli polynomial
obtained from the Navier–Stokes equation [22]. DUST
has been validated against numerical and experimental
data available for conventional vehicle configurations
as well as architectures with complex interactions, such
as a rotor-tilt-wing system in hover and forward flight
[21, 22].
2.2. FLOWLab
The FLOWLab research laboratory at Brigham Young
University in Utah develops various aerodynamic tools for
aircraft design [25]. One of these aerodynamic tools is
called „FLOWUnsteady “, described in [26, 27, 28, 29,
30]. FLOWUnsteady is a simulation tool for mixedfidelity transient aerodynamics and aeroacoustics. The
tool combines the following medium and high fidelity
aerodynamics tools developed at BYU’s FLOWLab: GeometricTools („geometric engine“), FLOWVLM („VLM
and strip theory solver“), CCBlade („blade element momentum solver“), MyPanel („3D inviscid panel solver“)
and FLOWVPM („viscous vortex particle method“) [25].
FLOWUnsteady was developed primarily with the aim
of analyzing eVTOL configurations during the transition
phase [29].
The VPM solver, which is described and evaluated in
[26, 30], used in FLOWUnsteady is not publicly available. Instead, the quasi-steady solver, evaluated in [29],
is available for open source use. It captures wing-rotor interactions acceptably, while, according to FLOWLab [29],
rotor-rotor interactions are only minimally considered.

2. ROTOR ANALYSIS TOOLS
The rotor aerodynamics tools used in this work rely on
different numerical methods. Each tool features an individual approach to the assessment of VTOL configurations, which makes a direct comparison challenging while
at the same time offers the opportunity to select a fitting
tool for different tasks.

2.3. SARF
SARF (Synthesis and Analysis of Rotor Framework) is a
propeller design environment implemented at TU Munich
in MATLAB for the calculation and analysis of rotors [31].
The validated, flexible and extensible framework enables
the analysis of rotor performance and wake interactions
with other elements of an aircraft [31]. Conducting the
analysis with this tool is relatively simple and fast and
can be performed with sufficient accuracy for many applications. It can be used for a wide range of rotor configurations and flow states [32]. It is furthermore possible
to apply a rotor synthesis algorithm for given operating
points [31]. Use cases for the tool are the creation of
configuration studies assessing the optimal placement of
propellers on a UAV or the calculation of rotor characteristics during a flight mission as an input to other applications, such as the development of a controller to avoid
vibrations [31, 32].
The integrated doublet-lattice method (DLM) enables
the wake geometry of rotors to be calculated for any
transient boundary condition according to the potential
theory [32]. It is also possible to model the wake of other
aerodynamically acting objects with their wake and the

2.1. DUST
The first of the four considered tools is DUST, a mediumfidelity aerodynamic open source software. DUST is the
result of a collaboration between Politecnico di Milano
and A3 by Airbus and was developed to provide a fast,
accurate and flexible tool for the aerodynamic analysis of
rotorcraft and eVTOLs [21]. It is designed to enable aerodynamic simulations of complex aircraft configurations
by representing interactive aerodynamic interactions and
phenomena in a reliable and, above all, robust manner
[21]. DUST can be used for aerodynamic analysis of
conventional aircraft, helicopters and eVTOLs and any
other vehicle configuration flying under any flight conditions [21]. DUST is described and validated in [21, 22].
The solution implemented in DUST relies on the
Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity field to recast the aerodynamic problem as a mixed boundary
elements-vortex particles method (VPM [23, 24]) [21].
Different aerodynamic elements can be combined in a
single model to accurately capture the relevant physical
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mutual wake interactions through the adaption and consideration of various additional numerical effects, as described in [32]. The application of these effects on all
objects greatly improves the vortex behavior near obstacles while the vortex separation algorithm enables realistic interaction simulation of the vortex sheets with an
obstacle beyond the scope of the classical potential theory considerations [32].
This enables the investigation of interaction effects between the rotor, obstacles and other wake elements. In
addition, the developed rotor wake simulation offers the
possibility to assess the development of new propulsion
concepts for UAVs [32]. The results of the methodology
have been validated extensively with experimental data
and simulation results in [32], showing good agreement.
SARF is not yet open source available for the time being.

cussion, are carried out either automatically by the tools
or manually in post-processing.
The local lift coefficient C l is calculated using (1). The
total lift coefficient CL (2) is then obtained by integrating
the local lift coefficient Cl over the panels of the rotor.
2 · dL
ρ · V r 2 · c · dr
Z R
C l dr
CL =

(1)

Cl =

(2)

0

The thrust coefficient C T was calculated according to (3)
with the thrust T . Similarly, the torque coefficient C Q
was calculated with the torque Q or with the moment
about the rotor axis with (4).

2.4. OpenVSP/VSPAero

CT =

(4)

For the Figure of Merit F OM , the modified form of the
momentum theory with the non-ideal approximation for
the power described by Leishman in [39] is used. For this
modified theory, it is assumed that C d0 = 0.01 and the
induced power factor κ = 1.15, since non-ideal losses are
assumed. σ denotes the rotor solidity and is calculated
according to (6).

(5)

(6)

C T 3/2
F OM = √
=
2 · CP
σ=

C T 3/2
√
2
σC
κC T 3/2
√
+ 8d0
2

Nb · c
π·R

The efficiency η is calculated following (7) with the advance ratio calculated according to (8).

(7)

3. APPLICATION

(8)

The configurations of the benchmark case and the VTOL
transition case are modeled, simulated and analyzed. The
calculation parameters have been adapted to the application and the tools’ specifics while ensuring overall compatibility in terms of geometric and numerical discretization. Compatibility of the generated data was the first
priority of the problem implementation. The data obtained was visualized and used to evaluate the aerodynamic parameters. Knowledge gained in the assessment
of the benchmark calculations has been incorporated for
the application of the VTOL transition case.

CT · J
2π · C Q
V inf
J=
n·D
η=

3.2. Benchmark Case
For the benchmark case, the Caradonna-Tung rotor described in [14] and shown in fig. 1 is modeled by each of
the tools and subsequently analyzed.
In order to cover the extensive experimental data well,
a rotor speed in the low (1250 RPM), medium (1750
RPM) and higher speed range (2300 RPM) are chosen
respectively. Simulations are performed for all rotor pitch
angles (2◦ , 5◦ , 8◦ , 12◦ ) for all selected rotor speeds.

3.1. Means of Comparison

3.2.1. DUST

The calculations of the characteristic values, which are
obtained during the application and compared in the dis-
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T
ρ · n2 · D 4
Q
CQ =
ρ · n2 · D 5

(3)

OpenVSP (Vehicle Sketch Pad) is a geometry modeling
tool developed by NASA for conceptual aircraft design,
released in 2012 under the NASA Open Source Agreement [33, 34]. The software models conventional aircraft configurations with pre-configured basic geometric
shapes and, unlike conventional CAD software, no prior
knowledge is required for successful analysis [33].
OpenVSP allows the user to easily create a 3D model of
an aircraft using general technical parameters, which can
then be saved and exported in various formats for further
analysis in other programs, mainly CFD [35]. However,
OpenVSP also features the capabilities to directly analyze the 3D models. One of the tools integrated into the
OpenVSP software is the analysis module VSPAero [36].
VSPAero is a thin-surface aerodynamic analysis program
which is described in [37, 38]. It is a solver that includes both the vortex lattice method and the full panel
method based on generalized vortex loops [38]. The core
VSPAero solver is based on an agglomerated multi-pole
approach, coupled with a preconditioned linear solver,
to reduce solution times [38]. Adaptive wakes, timeaccurate, unsteady analyses and propeller modeling are
all supported [38].

The first tool to be considered is DUST. The simulation
is set up and the rotor pitch angle varied for the different
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FIG 3. FLOWLab - Implementation of the CaradonnaTung rotor as a benchmark case

is illustrated. Thus, the state with the most pronounced
wake is shown.
FIG 1. Experimental set-up of the Caradonna-Tung rotor [14]

3.2.2. FLOWLab

rotational speeds. The following simulation parameters
are used to achieve stable results:

Next, the benchmark is analyzed with the aerodynamics
tools developed by FLOWLab. As noted the VPM solver
is not publicly available within the FLOWUnsteady package and therefore the quasi-steady solver with its VLM
was used. The following settings were selected for the
analysis of the geometry shown in fig. 1:

•
•
•
•
•
•

15 revolutions per simulation
360 time steps per simulation
of revolutions
Simulation duration = number
ΩRotor /60
simulation duration
Time step = number of time steps
„Vortex“ radius = 0.3 m
„Rankine“ radius = 0.1 m

•
•
•
•

The Caradonna-Tung rotor analysis is shown in fig. 2.
The wake is represented with particles due to the VPM.
The vorticity of these particles is shown to indicate one
of the possible representations of the variables, which is
commonly used.

15 revolutions per simulation
360 time steps per simulation
of revolutions
Simulation duration = number
ΩRotor /60
simulation duration
Time step = number of time steps

The settings were chosen based on settings used in the
examples provided by FLOWLab.
The visualization of the the simulation with the highest
rotor speed ΩRotor = 2300 RPM and the largest rotor
pitch angle ΘC = 12◦ is shown in fig. 3. The figure shows
the sectional lift that is produced by the rotor blades.
In this case, the wake is not visualized, but only the VLM
panels on the lifting surfaces are indicated.
3.2.3. SARF
The Caradonna-Tung rotor is then modeled in SARF for
all mentioned rotor pitch angles and all three rotational
speeds. The simulation parameters are adapted to the
application and the special features of SARF, in order
to obtain a stable convergence. The main focus in the
choice of simulation parameters is on the CFL (CourantFriedrichs-Lewy) number, which is used to determine the
appropriate time step length for the simulation:

(9)

Lc
Uc

The time step length ∆t is dependent on the CFL number
and the characteristic cell length Lc , which is calculated
from the discretization size and the characteristic flow
velocity Uc , which is derived from the inflow velocity and
the rotor speed.
The simulation parameters have been chosen as follows:

FIG 2. DUST - Implementation of the Caradonna-Tung
rotor as a benchmark case

The simulation with the highest rotor speed ΩRotor =
2300 RPM and the largest rotor pitch angle ΘC = 12◦

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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dently modeled and analyzed in FLOWLab, SARF and
OpenVSP/VSPAero.
Several trimmed flight conditions were modeled in [21]:
hover, climb and vertical descent in the „helicoptermode“.
In addition, two different forward flight
conditions with 21 m s−1 and 36.3 m s−1 respectively
were simulated during the transition from hover to
cruise flight. For these simulated flight conditions, the
configuration parameters measured in the associated
flight tests were modeled. These settings include the
rotor pitch angle ΘC , the tilt angle of the canard and
main wing, the angle of attack of the VTOL itself and
the rotor speed ΩRotor . Except for information on the
wing tilt angles, however, details on the configuration
settings are not explicitly publicly available.
The rotor pitch angles were estimated because they are
not explicitly mentioned in the work of A3 and Politecnico di Milano [21] used for Vahana. However, since [21]
is preceded by an analysis of a single rotor, it can be assumed that these are analogous settings to the rotors for
the whole Vahana configuration. Figure 7 shows how the
associated rotor pitch angles Θ were estimated from the
known tilt angles τ = 90◦ , 60◦ , 18.4◦ . The estimated
rotor pitch angles ΘC are shown in table 1.
For simplicity, a rotor speed of 3500 RPM, which was
not known before, was chosen for all rotors based on
commonly used rotor speeds of the MAGicALL motors
used. The unknown incidence angles of the main and
canard wing were chosen according to a Vahana geometry
example provided by FLOWLab [41]. The incidence angle
on the main wing corresponds to 7.5◦ and the incidence
angle on the canard wing to 4◦ . NACA-0012 airfoils were
used for the main and the canard wing. The APC10x7
propeller with three rotor blades was chosen for the rotor
blades.
An overview of the flight states derived from [21] and
the associated settings is given, which is subsequently
modeled in FLOWLab, SARF and OpenVSP/VSPAero.

FIG 4. SARF - Implementation of the Caradonna-Tung
rotor as a benchmark case

•
•
•
•

2.5 revolutions per simulation
200 time steps
120 trailing vortex elements
CFL number = 2

The visualization of the simulation during the last time
step with a rotor speed of ΩRotor = 2300 RPM and a
rotor pitch angle of ΘC = 12◦ is shown in fig. 4. The
location of the individual vortices in the produced threedimensional wake vortex sheets are shown in blue. The
center of the rotor shows the vortices propagating in front
of the rotor due to the induced downwash velocity being
slightly underestimated for static thrust calculations.
3.2.4. OpenVSP/VSPAero
The simulations were set up in OpenVSP/VSPAero for
the same flow states with the following settings:
•
•
•
•

15 revolutions
360 time steps
of revolutions
Simulation time = number
ΩRotor /60
simulation duration
Time step = number of time steps

The Caradonna-Tung rotor analysis with ΩRotor = 2300
RPM and ΘC = 12◦ is shown in fig. 6.
The ∆C P distribution on the rotor blades is shown as an
example for the visualization of parameters. Beyond that,
the vorticity, the steady pressure, the unsteady pressure
as well as total pressure can be displayed. The wake
vortex sheet geometry is shown in gray.

3.3.1. FLOWLab
The trimmed flight conditions, described in table 1 were
then implemented using the tools of FLOWLab. The geometry itself could be obtained from a openly accessible
example from FLOWLab [41]. The following simulation
parameters were chosen:

3.3. VTOL Transition Case
•

For the VTOL transition case, the Vahana with its tiltwing system developed by A3 by Airbus was used. The
demonstrator is shown in fig. 5.
The implementation of the VTOL Transition case is
based on a work done by Politecnico di Milano and
A3 by Airbus. In [21] a comprehensive analysis of the
Vahana configuration has already been carried out by
the developers of DUST and the developers of the
Vahana. A comparison of test flight, CFD simulations
and simulations in DUST for the Vahana configuration
were performed. In addition to the analysis and validation of Vahana in DUST, trimmed flight conditions
can be derived from the work, which are indepen-
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200 time steps
simulation time = 1.0 s

FIG 5. Demonstrator of the A3 Vahana [40]
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The geometry of the Vahana was created in OpenVSP
and then analyzed in VSPAero using the VLM. The following parameters were set in VSPAero:
•
•
•
•
•

128 time steps
128 wake vortex elements
7 revolutions
Simulation time = 0.128 s
Time step = 0.001 s

Figure 10 shows the visualization of the last flight state,
the late transition.
4. DISCUSSION
The results obtained for the benchmark case and the
VTOL transition case are compared across methods. By
comparing the characteristic values as well as the aspects
of handling and use, the possibilities and limitations of
the individual tools are derived.

FIG 6. OpenVSP/VSPAero - Implementation of the
Caradonna-Tung rotor as a benchmark case
TAB 1. Discussed flight conditions for the VTOL transition case

Flight
condition
Climb
Mid-transition
Late-transition

•

VTAS
(m s−1 )

ΩRotor
(RPM)

tilt angle
(◦ )

ΘC
(◦ )

2.54
21
36.3

3500
3500
3500

90
60
18.4

0
2
8

4.1. Benchmark Case
The pressure distribution of the rotor was measured by
Caradonna and Tung [14] at five radial sections (r/R =
0.50, 0.68, 0.80, 0.89, 0.96). From this, the lift coefficient
C l for these sections was calculated and is now used to
validate the individual tools. A representative combination of rotor speed ΩRotor and rotor pitch angle ΘC was
chosen from the measurement flow states.
Figure 11 compares the curves of the lift coefficient C l
for the range of r/R = 0.5 − 0.96 for a rotor speed of
ΩRotor = 1250 RPM with a rotor pitch angle of ΘC = 8◦ .
Despite deviations of the distributions of the lift coefficient C l obtained in the tools, a good agreement with the
experimental data can be seen in DUST, FLOWLab and
SARF. For VSPAero, larger deviations can be identified
towards the rotor center. However, towards the rotor tip,
it is comparable to the other tools.
Further results of the tools validated with the experimental data are compared in the following figures. However,
the evaluated characteristic values exceed the lift coefficient C l analyzed in the validation. In the following, the
experimental data of Cardonna and Tung [14] are not included, as they do not go beyond the radial distribution
of the local lift coefficients.
Figure 12 compares the C T values obtained in the four
tools for 12 selected ΘC /ΩRotor combinations.
Especially in the lower pitch angle range, for ΘC = 2◦
and 5◦ , the C T values obtained for DUST, FLOWLab
and SARF agree. In OpenVSP/VSPAero, the simulations
performed for the rotor pitch angle of 2◦ were unstable,
which meant that no meaningful data could be evaluated
for this rotor pitch angle. Nevertheless, the C T values for
the next larger rotor pitch angle of 5◦ are comparable to
the values obtained in the other tools. For the rotor pitch
angle of 8◦ and 12◦ there is still comparability between
DUST and SARF. The remaining two tools diverge more
and more, resulting in larger values for C T .
As can be seen in fig. 2, for example, a very pronounced
wake develops at high rotor speeds ΩRotor and rotor
pitch angles ΘC . Due to different modeling of the wake

time step = 0.005 s

Figure 8 shows the visualization of the flight condition in
mid-transition analyzed with the FLOWLab tools package.
The circulation Γ is visualized on the wings and rotors.
On closer inspection, the VLM used in the quasi-steady
solver, which uses Γ to calculate the lift L, can again
be seen on the wings. The climb and the late transition
were simulated analogously.
3.3.2. SARF
Since SARF can only analyze one rotor/wing combination at a time, a wing section from the main wing of the
Vahana with the associated rotor was chosen and modeled to evaluate the VTOL transition case. The rotorwing combination was implemented for the flight conditions described in table 1. The following parameters were
chosen to perform a stable calculation:
•
•
•
•

1.1 revolutions per simulation
90 time steps
80 wake vortex elements
CFL number = 1.8

The analysis of the rotor/wing combination for the latetransition flight condition is shown in fig. 9 since the
mid-transition flight condition has already been shown
for FLOWLab.
3.3.3. OpenVSP/VSPAero
The flight states of the climb, mid-transition and latetransition were finally analyzed in OpenVSP/VSPAero.

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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FIG 7. Determination of the rotor pitch angles ΘC for the discussed flight conditions (Figure adapted from fig. 2. in
[21])

FIG 8. FLOWLab - Vahana full-vehicle analysis in midtransition

FIG 10. OpenVSP/VSPAero - Vahana full-vehicle analysis in late-transition

0,4

Experiment
DUST
FLOWLab
SARF
VSPAero

Cl

0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

r/R

0,9

FIG 11. benchmark case: validation - distribution of the
lift coefficient C l

in the tools, deviations are therefore to be expected.
For the analysis with the FLOWLab tools, only the
quasi-steady solver, using VLM, described in section
2.2 could be used. Similarly, no transient effects were
considered with the VLM solver used in VSPAero. In
both SARF and DUST, transient effects are taken into
account. In SARF this is realized via DLM and in DUST
the wake is modeled via an accelerated VPM. Since an
increasingly unsteady behavior is to be expected with

FIG 9. SARF - Simulation of a rotor/wing combination
representing part of the Vahana wing in latetransition

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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0,006

DUST

0,10

DUST

FLOWLab

0,08

FLOWLab

0,004

SARF

0,06

VSPAero

CQ

CT

VSPAero

SARF

0,04

0,002

0,02
0,00

0,000

ΘC(°) / ΩRotor (RPM)

ΘC(°) / ΩRotor (RPM)

FIG 12. benchmark case: C T comparison

FIG 13. benchmark case: C Q comparison

0,88

DUST

FLOWLab

0,78

SARF

FOM

VSPAero

0,68
0,58

ΘC(°) / ΩRotor (RPM)
FIG 14. benchmark case: F OM comparison

To evaluate the rotor efficiency in hover flight, the Figure of Merit F OM was calculated in all four tools. The
F OM describes the ratio between the ideal power required for hovering and the actual power required [39].
The results of the F OM calculated in the four tools are
compared in fig. 14.
The comparison shown in fig. 12 has already indicated
that C T increases with increasing rotor pitch angle ΘC .
According to [39], the F OM converges towards κ1 = 0.87
with increasing C T . All four tools show this characteristic with increasing rotor pitch angle ΘC and thus increasing C T and approach κ1 . At the low rotor pitch
angle ΘC = 2◦ a deviation can be observed, which is
however below 10%. As already mentioned, no stable
results could be obtained in VSPAero for ΘC = 2◦ . Nevertheless, the comparison of the F OM shows a good
agreement between the tools.

increasing speed ΩRotor and larger rotor pitch angles ΘC ,
it can be concluded that DUST and SARF, which map
the unsteady effects, provide significantly more accurate
results here. Whereas the calculations of FLOWLab and
VSPAero deviate with increasing transient behavior. For
FLOWLab, a better representation of the wake would
be expected with the non-publicly available VPM solver,
but also a longer computation time.
According to (3) one would expect that due to the nondimensionalization the values of the thrust coefficient C T
are independent of the rotor speed. While this is the
case for DUST and SARF, for OpenVSP/VSPAero and
FLOWLab ΘC = 8◦ and 12◦ result in larger C T values
with increasing ΩRotor .
The torque coefficient C Q was compared analogously
to C T and shown in fig. 13. The C Q curve for DUST,
FLOWLab and OpenVSP/VSPAero shows a comparable
characteristic to the discussed curve of the C T values.
The C Q values of DUST are consistently below the
values of FLOWLab and OpenVSP/VSPAero. This
behavior could already be observed with the C T value
and could be due to the fact that neither FLOWLab
nor OpenVSP/VSPAero capture transient effects. For
SARF, however, it can be seen that the C Q values are
far below those of the other tools. This behavior results
from the fact that no thickness effects are represented
and therefore only the induced drag and thus the induced
torque is considered. This is a clear shortcoming of
SARF compared to the other tools.

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

4.2. VTOL Transition Case
The Vahana was successfully implemented in DUST by
Politecnico di Milano and Airbus A3 [21]. The choice
of modeling the components individually (SP, VLM, LL)
allows a flexible setting of the fidelity [21]. It should
be mentioned that especially the usage of surface panels (SP) enables the generation of an accurate model for
streamlined bodies at small angles of attack [21]. However, these surface panels fail to represent flow separations and stalls because they overestimate the lift and
underestimate the drag of the body [21]. Comparison
with test values and CFD simulations have thus shown
that DUST is capable of simulating a complex VTOL

8
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FIG 16. VTOL transition case: C Q comparison

FIG 15. benchmark case: C T comparison
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FIG 17. VTOL transition case: η comparison

configuration such as Vahana, provided there are no significant flow separations [21].
Three flight states of the transition flight were derived
from the execution of the VTOL transition case in DUST.
Figures 15 to 17 compare the characteristic values of
the rotors for FLOWLab, SARF and OpenVSP/VSPAero
obtained or calculated for the three flight conditions.
Over the three flight states of the transition flight C T
(fig. 15), C Q (fig. 16) and the rotor efficiency η (fig. 17)
are compared. For C T , comparable values are obtained
in SARF and FLOWLab. In SARF, C T remains approximately constant. In FLOWLab, however, larger C T values are obtained with the ΘC increasing over the flight
conditions. The efficiency η is not shown for SARF because the calculated C Q values only consist of the induced torque.
Due to the rotation, the local incident flow of the rotor
blades changes cyclically. This results in a strong transient variation of the aerodynamic forces, even during a
stationary forward flight [42]. The unsteady variation of
the aerodynamic forces on the rotor blades leads to vortex shedding as well as trailed vortices, which flow into
the rotor wake [42]. In addition, the transient wake of a
single rotor is influenced by other rotors and lifting surfaces. Since the tools use different modeling approaches
to describe the flow of the wake, there are major deviations depending on the flight condition of the Vahana.
The comparison shows hardly any similarities. Rather,
the major differences in the modeling and approach of
the calculation methodology become clear.

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

4.3. Advantages, Disadvantages and Tool-Usage
The model generation, simulation execution and postprocessing of the benchmark case and the VTOL transition case and the cross-method comparison of the results
have shown some possibilities and limitations of the tools.
Furthermore, aspects of the handling, partly subjective,
have emerged when working with the tools. In order to
be able to classify the findings, it was qualitatively compared with CFD for which computational costs, fidelity,
etc. were assumed to be very high. The properties of the
tools were then ranked and evaluated according to this.
4.3.1. DUST
The calculations of the Caradonna-Tung rotor performed
in DUST were consistently very robust. This observation
was to be expected based on the simulations performed
by A3 in collaboration with Politecnico di Milano [43].
Thus, by modeling the wake with vortex particles, robust
calculations can be carried out especially in simulations
with aerodynamic interactions between bodies and the
wake [43].
The initial preparation of a simulation usually involves effort if no prior knowledge is available and the simulation
itself is also time-consuming. The required characteristic
values, such as C T and C Q , must be calculated independently from the total forces or total moments and the
force distributions. This must be done after the simulation, and therefore some time is also required for postprocessing if automation has not yet been implemented.
If one decides to use LL instead of VLM or SP for modeling the lifting surfaces, the C l , C d and C m distributions
can be determined, but these characteristic values are
only determined using look-up tables.
9
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Basic features:
• Reliable and robust simulation due to vortex particle
wake
• Different fidelity levels (LL, VLM, SP)
• Aeroacoustic analyses possible

4.3.3. SARF
SARF enables fast pre-processing, fast simulation execution and post-processing with comparably low effort
and while still delivering acceptable results. Especially
the geometry creation via a GUI and the use of the
rotor database can save time already during the simulation preparation. The implemented DLM solver performs the simulation comparatively quickly and good results are achieved by representing transient effects. The
results can be obtained immediately through the automatic calculation of important parameters and through
the automatic visualization. The limit on the number of
concurrently simulated objects and missing consideration
of friction drag is currently hindering the effective application of the tool for configurations, that go beyond a
rotor/wing combination. Furthermore, it is also currently
not possible to predict or enforce stall and flow separation
effects.

Restrictions:
• Parametric creation of geometry time-consuming
• Modelling, calculation and post-processing only via
scripts
• Does not consider stalls [21]
Future:
• Capture of stalls [21]
The functions that take stalls into account are already in
preparation. However, the computation time is not intended to suffer and remain an order of magnitude below
CFD simulations [21].
4.3.2. FLOWLab

Basic features:
• The creation of geometry is facilitated by a GUI
• Blocking effects not included in the VLM are captured
and represented by additional terms
• Fast and easy model generation
• Large number of automatically calculated parameters
• Kinematic manoeuvres
• Growing database with common rotors

Since the VPM solver is not publicly available, many of
the advantages of the FLOWUnsteady tool developed
by FLOWLab cannot be used. Instead, the quasisteady solver, which uses VLM, can be used, which
captures wing-rotor interactions. However, according to
FLOWLab [29], rotor-rotor interactions are only minimally captured. This weakness has also been noticeable
in the simulation of the Vahana configuration. By using
the quasi-steady solver instead of the VPM solver, however, less computing power is required and simulations
are carried out comparatively quickly. Simulation preparation, on the other hand, is time-consuming, unless
pre-built scripts are used and adapted to the current
application for pre- and post-processing. In addition to
a condition in which the inflow conditions, rotor speeds,
rotor pitch angles, tilt angles, etc. are kept constant,
a kinematic maneuver can be specified over a given
trajectory with variable parameters. For example, the
analysis of an eVTOL configuration can be carried out
from the take-off process, through the transition, the
cruise flight, to the landing process. For each point in
time, desired parameters of the entire system but also
of individual components, such as certain rotors, can be
obtained.

Restrictions:
• Currently, only one rotor/wing combination can be analyzed at a time
• No thickness effects are represented in the current
model, therefore only induced drag (and induced
torque) is calculated.
• Wing/rotor stall is not captured
• Not open source
Future:
• Representation of friction drag
• Representation of stall behavior
• Simulation of more complex configurations
4.3.4. OpenVSP/VSPAero
OpenVSP models are configured via a graphical user interface through which components are created and adjusted by parameter settings. A 3-dimensional representation of the geometry provides direct feedback on the
settings made. The integrated analysis tool VSPAero
then enables simple and fast pre-processing and the actual computation. The quality of the results has been
shown to potentially differ greatly from results of other
tools. The result manager and viewer implemented in
VSPAero enable a fast evaluation of the results.

Basic features:
• Fast simulation with the quasi-steady solver
• Analysis of a configuration along a defined kinematic
manoeuvre
• Aeroacoustic analyses
• Embedding in Julia programs for optimisation possible
Restrictions:
• With open source tools only quasi-steady simulations
possible
• No friction drag is captured via VLM

Basic features:
• OpenVSP user interface for geometry creation
• VSPAero user interface for simulation settings
• All relevant aerodynamic parameters available in one
„Result-Manager“.
• Database of configurations

Future [44]:
• VPM open source
• Coupling of aerodynamic forces and the trajectory to
enable dynamic simulations
• Flow separation at blunt bodies and friction drag
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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TAB 2. Overview of the compared tools for aerodynamic rotor analyses

Tool
DUST
FLOWLab
SARF
VSPAero
CFD

1

Wake
solver

Modelling
effort

Computational
cost

Post-processing
effort

Fidelity

Transient
effects

VPM
VLM
DLM
VLM
-

medium
medium
low/medium
low
very high

medium
medium
low
low
very high

high
medium
low
low
very high

medium/high
medium
medium
low
very high

3
quasi-steady
3
7
3

Restrictions:
• Unstable rotor wake at low speeds and rotor pitch angles
• Only VLM applicable, panel method is hardly executable
• Only simplified VSP models can be used

Results at a high level can be obtained with DUST.
For complex configurations, it is advantageous to have
a CGNS model available, as the modeling effort via parametric creation would otherwise be high. The visualization of the results, on the other hand, requires little effort.
The transient effects of the wake over the particles can
be visualized well due to the VPM. The calculation of
the parameters has to be carried out mainly by the user,
at least for the first execution of the simulation.
FLOWLab’s publicly available quasi-steady solver gives
acceptable results. Much more promising is the VPM
that can be used in the future. According to Alvarez and
Ning [28] the VPM should provide high-quality results
for complex multi-rotor configurations. The effort for the
model generation can vary greatly. Time can be saved
by using and adapting existing FLOWLab scripts. For
rotors and lifting surfaces, an automatic calculation of
the characteristic values and an automatic visualization
can be carried out.

4.4. Final Comparison
By comparing the results of the benchmark case and the
VTOL transition case, advantages and disadvantages of
the tools were derived. It was observed that certain advantages of the methods used for wake modeling cannot
necessarily be exploited due to the special features of the
tools. Above all, preparation and post-processing play
an important role here. Table 2 gives an overview of
important aspects of the rotor aerodynamics tools.
In order to be able to classify the findings, it was qualitatively compared with CFD for which computational costs,
fidelity, etc. were assumed to be very high. The properties of the tools were then ranked according to this.
As mentioned, the classification shown here applies to the
first implementation, where the scripts for pre- and postprocessing as well as the calculations must be created or
sample scripts from the creators are adapted.
If the goal is to perform a quick evaluation with acceptable results, VSPAero can be used. The intuitive parametric generation of the geometry via the user interface
brings many advantages. The geometry can be adjusted
arbitrarily and iteratively while changes are immediately
displayed graphically. The large number of calculated
output parameters and the integrated visualization allow for a fast evaluation. However, frequently occurring
instabilities can cause major problems when using VSPAero.
If it is intended to only evaluate a single rotor/wing combination, SARF is particularly suitable. A model can be
generated relatively quickly via a GUI or by accessing a
rotor or wing from the database. The DLM solver used
in the calculation represents the transient effects of the
wake quite well. Good results can be obtained with a
short calculation time, which are automatically visualized. Furthermore, the automatic calculation of important parameters can save a lot of time in post-processing.
However, SARF is not yet open source and is currently
not able to estimate the friction drag on any object.
1 without

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The work gives an overview of selected rotor aerodynamics tools and compares them. The analyzed tools are
DUST, developed by Airbus A3 and the Politecnico di Milano, the tool packages from the BYU FLOWLab, SARF
from TU Munich and OpenVSP/VSPAero.
5.1. Summary
Two cases, the Caradonna-Tung rotor and the Airbus A3 Vahana, are used for the comparison. The
Caradonna-Tung rotor is used because of the available
experimental data and serves as a benchmark case. The
Airbus A3 Vahana tilt-wing system represents a realworld eVTOL configuration with complex aerodynamic
effects, for which the properties of a main wing rotor
are investigated in different flight phases. The results
are compared by means of the thrust coefficient, the
torque coefficient, the local lift coefficient, the Figure of
Merit and the efficiency. Overall compatibility in terms
of geometric and numerical discretization is a crucial
aspect and ensured for all cases and tools.
The results show, that all tools can simulate both cases
successfully by means of convergence. In the benchmark
case, the results were validated with experimental data,
compared across all tools and deviations were discussed.
For the validation of the tools, the distribution of the

VPM-Solver, using quasi-steady solver

CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
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lift coefficient C l was used. Good agreement with the
experimental results was shown. The cross-method
comparison was carried out on the basis of the parameters C T , C Q and F OM obtained with varying rotor
speed ΩRotor and varying rotor pitch angle ΘC . For
ΘC = 5◦ deviations of less than 30% could be found.
The increasingly transient wake at larger pitch angles ΘC
could only be reproduced by SARF and DUST. The A3
Vahana was also modeled in three tools, simulated and
compared across methods. For the implementation of
the Vahana in DUST, a paper by A3 and the Politecnico
di Milano was consulted and relevant parameters for the
climb, the mid-transition and the late-transition were
derived. When comparing the VTOL transition case
between the tools C T , C Q and η were considered. The
deviations caused by the different numerical approaches
were identified and discussed. The comparison showed
major differences in the modelling and approach of the
calculation methodology so that many aspects of the
tools could not be directly compared quantitatively.
Specifics and limitations were derived from the benchmark case and the VTOL transition case. Guidelines
and recommendations for tool selection were elaborated,
which make it possible to choose the most suitable tool
for modelling for a given use case. In addition, aspects
of handling and ease of use were described.
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[8]

The innovations and improvements of the tools under
consideration should be taken into account. The most
promising tools will be used in future work to simulate
the flight mechanics needed for the development of
eVTOL control architectures.

[9]

[10]

5.2. Conclusion
This paper provides an overview of promising tools for
rotor aerodynamics and rotor blade analysis. The possibilities offered by individual tools are shown, but limitations are also pointed out. The aspects to be considered
with regard to handling and use are also discussed. It
has been shown that the tools can provide accurate results with relatively little computational effort if the computational parameters are chosen carefully. For further
applications, this work serves as a decision-making aid
through which a choice of a rotor aerodynamics tool can
be made depending on the desired accuracy, robustness,
user interface etc.
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